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The restaurant from Chicago offers 17 different dishes and drinks on the card at an average $8.5. What
Macherie likes about Me-ga Carnitas:

Steak taco dinner guacamole w/ chips was fresh, tasted delicious and fulfilling on the serving... that spicy taco
sauce ?? Wonderful!! Customer service was attentive and accommodating. read more. The rooms in the

restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What
Carlos Zermeno doesn't like about Me-ga Carnitas:

Food is ok pastor tacos are very good only concern is tip is included on more than 4 persons and cashiers don’t
let you know I have charge 18% tip on check 10 cash I leave on tableVery disappointed on $24 dollar tip for a

$75 dollar dinerCk your receipt before you leave a tip on tableAlso on the screen when you pay with cc I tap no
tip bc I was planning to leave it on table and they add it anyway’s read more. Get excited about the diverse,

delicious Mexican cuisine, which is traditionally cooked with corn, beans and chilies (hot peppers), This
restaurant offers a catering service that allows customers to enjoy the menus at home or at the festival. If you

decide to come for breakfast, you are offered a hearty brunch.
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Salad�
PICO DE GALLO $5.0

Sid� Order�
NOPALES $6.0

Sauce�
GUACAMOLE

Grille� specialitie�
CARNE ASADA $18.0

Steak�
BISTEC A LA MEXICANA $14.0

M�ica� dishe�
TACO

P�tre�
FLAN,PASTEL 3 LECHES,
TIRAMISU,PASTEL OREO,CHEESE
CAKE

$4.5

M�ica�
TACOS

Dip�
GUACAMOLE 16OZ $10.0

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

Soup�
MENUDO $10.0

POZOLE $10.0

Bebida�
16 OZ. CAFE O TE $2.9

AGUAS NATURALES $4.5

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TUNA STEAK

CARNITAS
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Opening Hours:
Monday 09:00 -21:00
Tuesday 09:00 -21:00
Wednesday 09:00 -21:00
Thursday 09:00 -23:00
Friday 09:00 -24:00
Saturday 07:00 -24:00
Sunday 07:00 -19:00
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